Since 2011, the philosophy-performance festival [soundcheck philosophie] has been gathering protagonists in German-speaking countries, who seek and intend to cultivate a certain practice in philosophy. This practice takes philosophy -focussing not only on written texts but also on the fundamental oral situations that take place within philosophy -and presents it artistically, and/or in a mediated or mediatized form.
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Impulse for discussion N o 1: What are we doing?
In Performative Philosophy the interplay of saying and showing matters: often the form mirrors and reflects the content, which it negotiates (or even distorts or foils). In accordance with this, this article plays in the most simple way with the number 10 as a formal principle. Like every presentation, it is to be seen as a rhetorical element, evoking associations. The reader is free to have the numerals 1 and 0 remind them of the digital basic order, or to relate the 10 theses with the 10 Commandments, or to recall the beginnings of learning how to count. The content of this paper is a matter of presenting the project of a contemporary performative philosophy in all the facets it evokes for us.
The festival [soundcheck philosophie] and the association Expedition Philosophie (both founded in 2011) seek performative expressions of philosophy and of philosophizing. In doing so, we follow the tradition of philosophy, where philosophizing takes place in conversation and speech.
We search for, develop and discuss forms, which -starting from the philosophy practiced in academia -handle this philosophy in a performative way (that is artistically, publically, in different media, on stage, embodied) or do philosophy themselves in their own specific way.
Our activities started, on the one hand, with the observation that there were more and more individuals coming from academic philosophy who were looking for the encounter of theory and performance: a kind of movement to be recorded. Therefore our goal was to bundle these developments together through the verbal exchange of the protagonists and to demonstrate the spectrum of possible formats to the public and academic philosophy.
With these activities we act within a wider field of cultural developments and we try to mark our position in this search as a genuinely philosophical one. Therefore the 10 theses, which are outlined at the end of this article, are formulated primarily to address academic philosophy.
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What the 10 theses want. PERFORMANCE PHILOSOPHY VOL 1 (2015)
The idea of Performative Philosophy is based on the principle of the primacy of practice/praxis (before theory) -an idea that can be found throughout the history of Western philosophy, e. And what form might this dramaturgy take?
Impulse for discussion N o 4: 10 activities which drive us.
There is a specific form of knowledge that constitutes the focus of the project of Performative
Philosophy. Not only are sensuality, corporeality, clarity and mediation addressed, but also its public context, i.e. the collective thinking in a philosophical situation or performance. Here, social aspects also come into play; for example, shared knowledge concerning habitus, generally known communication forms, and situations in which knowledge is negotiated or conveyed. Likewise, it focuses on rhetorical categories, such as ethos, logos and pathos amongst others, which imply that Performative Philosophy can be funny as well as serious. Potentially, the project also claims that the presentation and the act of philosophy is to be distinguished from the presentation and the act of other theories in sciences and humanities. It could be argued that Philosophy as a specific way of thinking has characteristics and possibilities which essentially need to be worked out independently, in contrast to other discipline's theories. It is not easy to create a list of those events and actions that deeply interest us and call upon us to develop Performative Philosophy.
But here is a provisional and incomplete list of some of the activities that might: Impulse for discussion N o 5: 10 counter reactions we induce.
Our project, Performative Philosophy, can be criticized from many perspectives. Below we have summarized the major criticisms regarding our project in 10 statements. These relate mainly to the impact of the medium and the type of philosophizing on the competence and goals of Performative Philosophy.
1. Philosophy and art are separate areas that are able to express different things. This is good news, for it shows that they have evolved historically and should stay that way! 2. Philosophers who want to go on stage or express themselves artistically are amateurs.
This is unprofessional and annoying. One cannot do that to an audience! 3. Artists who also want to philosophize, but do not have the appropriate training, cannot really philosophize. One cannot expect to put an audience through that! 4. This is too nerdy! This means that it is only interesting for a certain scene or elite! 5. This is a popularization of philosophy, it is edutainment, infotainment and just too Here is a preliminary, incomplete list of disciplines or cultural fields, which are adjacent to the field of Performative Philosophy and partially overlap it. to be philosophical? Or do philosophical performances simply want to instigate a greater quantity or more intense quality of discussions than 'normal' performances?
Eva:
Exactly, that is the question we must ask ourselves. Which is why the question of how performance 'thinks' is of course very interesting for us, but it does not go straight to the core of our concerns -because we are focused specifically on philosophical thinking. This means we are orientated towards and want to expand the practices of established philosophy in academic institutions.
For me, personally, the difference in development is a big one: if I work on a performance, I
have every freedom. If I decide to work on Performative Philosophy, I claim to connect with academic discourse and to make a contribution to this field (with other means and media). PERFORMANCE PHILOSOPHY VOL 1 (2015)
But the audience, who do not work professionally in philosophy, should also enter into Postmodernists in any case. This means: I have not got a good answer that will prevent us from unintentionally backing ourselves into a corner.
Back to your remarks about the public: maybe it would make sense to emphasize this relationship to the public even more -because that often really sets us apart from academic philosophy… I realize now that it is easier for me to productively argue our distinction from academic philosophy, than from performance and theatre.
Two things: First, I believe that the distinction between 'more artistic' vs. 'more academic' is not helpful. If the crucial point of a philosophical performance is that it articulates a certain philosophical problem or position (with or without reference to the written tradition), then only the gesture of delivery makes a difference. Either it is "in this performance I show you the philosophical problem x / my position -and now let us discuss it" or it is "look at my art -I claim this performance is philosophical thinking. Let's cultivate philosophical communication in other media than written language."
And the second point is:
I dare say that for every philosophical direction or practice of academic philosophizing there is an appropriate and consistent form of public performance, in which the audience witnesses the relevant thinking and contemplation. Actually, it really concerns our 'thesis 10 for Performative Philosophy'.
Rainer: On the one hand I agree with you that Performative Philosophy should create appropriate forms of execution in public performance for any kind of academic philosophizing. On the other hand though, there are certain philosophical directions that appear to be closer to the concerns of performative philosophy than others. And you could see during the festival which performances were explicitly inclined towards which philosophical directions. I have three examples: phenomenology in the broadest of senses, specifically phenomenology of the body; hermeneutics (which was naturally apparent because many of the performances are about understanding); and pragmatism. Certain varieties of formal analytic philosophy, PERFORMANCE PHILOSOPHY VOL 1 (2015) however, seem to offer very little in terms of philosophical starting points for the concerns of Performative Philosophy.
We (2014), which is now well discussed, has a similar concern to our project: narration as philosophical method). Maybe some might be only performed in audioguides others might need participation and physical work, whatever. Now, we want to invite the reader to take part in an active intellectual game: To play with these categories of formats (the 1 st BOXES) and the criteria of comparison (the 2 nd BOXES). Let's play these games to get a better understanding:
What are these forms of philosophy about, what do they develop?
Here are the BOXES of performative-philosophical formats; only the order is in a mess. Draw a line to match up the description (right-hand column) with the corresponding name (left-hand column). Impulse for discussion N o 9: What the 10 theses say
1.
Philosophy is an embodying practice. Philosophy performances capture the vitality of thinking.
2.
Philosophical practice gains an epistemic surplus through both media changes (sequential use of media) and the simultaneous use of different channels of expression (simultaneous use of media).
3.
Due to the process character of knowledge acquisition in philosophy performances, they render transparent the provisional nature of truth.
4.
Philosophical performances explore the contextual criteria of meaningfulness for philosophical theories.
Philosophical performances render transparent how philosophy is done and open up new
perspectives for the broadening of philosophical practice within and outside of institutions.
6.
Philosophical performances show and insist that philosophy must continually reinvent itself, which means it has to find contemporary forms.
7.
Philosophical performances allow the ludic and enigmatic character of philosophy to manifest itself.
8.
Through philosophical performances the old battle between (the roles of) logic and rhetoric in philosophy is revived.
9.
Philosophical performances stand in an intimate relation to art. They use art's ludic strategies of confusion and dislocation.
10.
Philosophical performances can only be realised in interaction with the observer, the participant, the spectator. When they work, they embrace both my thoughts and the public's.
Thesis 1: Philosophy is an embodying practice. Philosophical Performances capture the vitality of thinking.
This thesis articulates that doing philosophy has to be fundamentally seen as an activity of living, physical human beings. On the one hand, this means that philosophical theories have to be interpreted as woven into a complex human practice -the philosophical idea of the 'primacy of practice before theory' applies. On the other hand, it means that each way of doing philosophy (reading, trying to understand a text, taking part in a philosophical conversation, attempting to catch up with a philosophical thought and to articulate it) is not only a mental activity but a noticeable physical act. The "livingness of thinking" also appears at this level. Philosophical PERFORMANCE PHILOSOPHY VOL 1 (2015) performances show this and are concerned with asking: how can one put oneself and others into the mode of a living and struggling, rather than unconcerned reflection?
Thesis 2: Philosophical practice gains an epistemic surplus through both media changes (sequential use of media) and the simultaneous use of different channels of expression (simultaneous use of media).
Philosophy performances implicate and enable, in a specific way, reflection, challenges and ruptures of the unilateral focus of academic philosophy on written sentences and texts. The thesis claims: we come into thinking, when we are forced into medial efforts of translation; for example, if you go from an oral, situated dialogue to the simultaneous mapping on a flipchart or chalkboard of the terms and sentences used in the dialogue and vice versa. Or when you notice thoughts from a conversation and formulate a text, which then is extracted by others; or you acquire philosophy acquainted via visual-written corporeal, theatrical means which are then discussed and worked on. Philosophy performances strengthen this competence in changing the media of presentation, in permanent 'translation', which -if it succeeds -is always a confusing, creative 'translation into the nothingness'. That is, every medial translation of a philosophical text or a oral philosophical dialogue can and must bring out new facets of this text or dialogue, from which it started -in a certain way: it enables us to read and hear the origin text or dialogue anew.
A reference might be Benjamin's thoughts on the work of a translator (Benjamin [1923] 2004). Philosophical performances permanently operate with rupture and changes of context; in this way, they produce confusion and alienation in their treatment of philosophical sentences. They move us into the philosophical origin of not-knowing-our-way-about: 'A philosophical problem PERFORMANCE PHILOSOPHY VOL 1 (2015) has the form: I don't know my way about,' as Wittgenstein formulates it in §123 of Philosophical Investigations (Wittgenstein [1953 (Wittgenstein [ ] 1986 .
Philosophical performances act out philosophical sentences in different contexts; they place them against one another, and show in which contexts and directions certain sentences are destined to go (or not), and how they are to be read. In this way, philosophical performances investigate sense-making, and, at best, the criteria for sense in philosophical texts and theories respectively. Philosophy is only to be understood adequately -to refer to Hegel -as an interminable, performative work on the 'concept', that is a continuous work on its mediated presentation.
Thesis 5 On the one hand, philosophy is a space of thought for conceptual clarification and demarcation;
on the other hand, philosophy is a space of thought for creative reflection and the transgression of the borders of common language, ordinary perception and everyday practice. As is well known, PERFORMANCE PHILOSOPHY VOL 1 (2015) philosophy has always belonged to this context of amazement and wonder. Johan Huizinga ([1939] 1981, 161 ff.) pointed to the ludic and enigmatic character of ancient philosophy from the perspective of cultural history: beginning with the holy mystery and oral completion, it is still visible in Plato's dialogues as striving for truth combined with ludic lightness (167). Philosophy is also the place for rejection: scientific explanations of the world -which are provided all too quickly -are rejected just as much as religious explanations of the world, based on dogmatism.
Rational philosophy insists on a principled openness in the construction of the world and the self of human beings, and on the inexhaustible 'mysteriousness' of being-human itself.
Thesis 8: Through philosophical performances the old battle between (the roles of) logic and rhetoric in philosophy is revived.
Does the question of its own form of presentation belong to the content of philosophy? Since
Plato distinguished philosophy from sophistry, philosophical form has been suspected for obscuring the truth as content. But rhetoric is about the process of forming and directing content to receivers, and therefore is also part of philosophical communication. Although rarely labelled as such, the practice and form of academic writing conforms to rhetorical principles. For a lot of disciplines in the sciences and humanities, rhetoric is reconstructed and described; for Philosophy this study remains a task: not only to reveal the use of rhetoric principles, but to study the epistemic dimension of form in philosophical communication.
Here, we address questions of presentation and form which need not be reduced to written communication and its results. The process of generating philosophical theory could also be reflected and analysed from a praxeological perspective, like science studies and sociologies of knowledge and science do in other areas. Furthermore, the rhetorical formation of a philosophical thought (it might be in text, embodied, or visual) could be productively conceptualized as part of philosophizing and the production of theory.
Gottfried Gabriel describes the exclusion of considerations of philosophical form and critiques this marginalization when he writes:
Forms of presentation are in themselves forms of cognisance, at least forms of agency and intermediation of cognisance. Thereby of course it should not be said that presentation has only the function of intermediate cognisance. But it is the aspect of cognisance that the conflict between philosophy and rhetoric is primarily about. And this conflict is our subject. (Gabriel 1999, 65) Here, Gabriel is referring to written presentation -but we think that these ideas can also be applied to oral and performative ways of doing philosophy.
Thesis 9: Philosophy performances stand in an intimate relation to art. They use art's ludic strategies of confusion and dislocation.
It is one of the prerogatives of the arts (at least according to contemporary understanding) to deliberately unsettle -or alienate -us from the certainties and certitudes which we have PERFORMANCE PHILOSOPHY VOL 1 (2015) established in our lives, in order to open up opportunities for learning. Philosophical performances, likewise, use artistic and artistically-inspired means of performance to confuse and alienate. They can be ironic, entertaining, shocking and/or ludic and just thereby philosophical, because they break conventionalised patterns of thinking and perceiving and raise them for discussion. In this way, artistically-inspired practices of alienation are able to broaden and support the critical business of philosophy. There is a doubling: it is the business of philosophy to call into question our culturally (always-already) given biases and prejudices and to broaden our perspectives. Philosophical performances extend this critical questioning to the very practice of philosophy itself. For some philosophers, good philosophy is related to the arts in its ludic aspect: "As a corrective to the total rule of method, philosophy contains a playful element which the traditional view of it as a science would like to exorcise," says Adorno ([1966] 1973, 14) .
Here's an additional thought on how the use of artistically-inspired alienation could serve as a practice within philosophy: in different traditions of philosophy, there are styles of thinking that can no longer be upset by arguments. They only allow one to see things from a certain perspective. Artistically-inspired performances of philosophy, however, are able to change the "view on aspects"; they are able to show the "exit out of the fly-glass" (i.e., out of a certain gridlocked structure of argumentation and thinking) (Wittgenstein [1953 (Wittgenstein [ ] 1986 . What Heidegger explains in his famous essay on art -that the successful work of art "thrusts up the extraordinary [Ungeheure] while thrusting down the ordinary, and what one takes to be such" (Heidegger [1950] 2002, 47) -applies equally to philosophical performances: they too thrust down the (philosophically) ordinary while thrusting up the (philosophically) extra-ordinary.
Impulse for discussion N o 10: What the 10 theses want
The 10 theses are impulses for conversation. How do they speak? How are they said? What do they indicate? How do they become a manifesto? They are looking for different media through which to be discussed. They exist to be used. What can you do with these 10 theses?
To do: a) learn by heart and recite b) read, hate, write, rupture c) perform, for example like this:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k2TuffAxPoU
